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Abstract: Current knowledge about small-world networks underlying emotions is sparse, and confined
to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies using resting-state paradigms. This fMRI
study applied Eigenvector Centrality Mapping (ECM) and functional connectivity analysis to reveal
neural small-world networks underlying joy and fear. Joy and fear were evoked using music, presented in 4-min blocks. Results show that the superficial amygdala (SF), laterobasal amygdala (LB),
striatum, and hypothalamus function as computational hubs during joy. Out of these computational
hubs, the amygdala nuclei showed the highest centrality values. The SF showed functional connectivity
during joy with the mediodorsal thalamus (MD) and nucleus accumbens (Nac), suggesting that SF,
MD, and Nac modulate approach behavior in response to positive social signals such as joyful music.
The striatum was functionally connected during joy with the LB, as well as with premotor cortex, areas
1 and 7a, hippocampus, insula and cingulate cortex, showing that sensorimotor, attentional, and emotional processes converge in the striatum during music perception. The hypothalamus showed functional connectivity during joy with hippocampus and MD, suggesting that hypothalamic endocrine
activity is modulated by hippocampal and thalamic activity during sustained periods of music-evoked
emotion. Our study indicates high centrality of the amygdala nuclei groups within a functional network underlying joy, suggesting that these nuclei play a central role for the modulation of emotionspecific activity within this network. Hum Brain Mapp 35:3485–3498, 2014. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Networks with so-called “small-world” properties are
characterized by high levels of local clustering among
nodes and high global efficiency emerging from short
paths that link all nodes of the network [Albert and Barabasi, 2002]. Small-world attributes have been observed in
a wide range of complex systems, including communication systems, trade routes, social institutions, computational networks, and neural networks [Bullmore and
Sporns, 2009; Sporns and Honey, 2006]. A typical example
of a neural network with small-world properties is a network with provincial hubs (connected to nodes of the
same module, or community) and with connector hubs
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(connected to nodes of different modules) [Bullmore and
Sporns, 2009; Pessoa, 2008]. During the last years, smallworld properties of functional brain networks have been
investigated with fMRI using partial correlations between
pre-defined cerebral regions [Salvador et al., 2005], wavelet
correlations between regional mean time series [Achard
et al., 2006; Eryilmaz et al., 2011], hierarchical cluster analysis [Ferrarini et al., 2009; Meunier et al., 2009], and Eigenvector Centrality Mapping (ECM) [Lohmann et al., 2010].
Typically, studies investigating neural networks with
small-world properties have used resting state fMRI to
specify network properties of the so-called default network
[Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010; Bullmore and Sporns, 2009].
Some of these studies examined effects of emotioninduction on resting-state networks, such as recall of emotional episodes [Harrison et al., 2008], or presentation of
video clips preceding the resting-state scans [Eryilmaz
et al., 2011]. Such experimental paradigms made use of
longer time intervals (e.g., 90 s in the study by [Eryilmaz
et al., 2011]), thus also shedding light on longer, sustained
emotional states (in the range of minutes). This complements the majority of research in affective neuroscience
that has focused on relatively brief reactions to short external or internal stimuli (in the range of seconds).
In particular, the use of longer time intervals is required
for a more comprehensive understanding of the neural
correlates of emotions that usually span over longer time
periods (e.g., joy, worry, fear, or sadness), due to three reasons. (1) Findings obtained in functional neuroimaging
studies on emotion using short experimental stimuli (in
the range of seconds) cannot simply be extrapolated to
longer emotional episodes, because activity levels in limbic/paralimbic structures can change significantly over
time. For example, combining PET and fMRI data [Salimpoor et al., 2011], it was shown that a music-evoked frisson
(involving exceptionally
strong
feelings of
pleasantness and reward) involves increased dopamine
availability in the dorsal striatum during the anticipation
of the frisson, whereas during the emotional peak experience of the frisson, dopamine availability increased in the
ventral striatum (probably the nucleus accumbens (Nac)).
(2) Some emotions (such as tenderness, peacefulness, or
joy) might take a few moments to unfold [Koelsch et al.,
2006]. (3) While autonomic responses to emotional stimuli
are relatively quick (in the range of fractions of a second
to seconds), endocrine changes are usually considerably
slower (often in the range of minutes, or even longer) [e.g.,
Gotthardt et al., 1995]. Therefore, neural activity initiating
and monitoring such endocrine processes might go unnoticed when investigating only initial reactions to short
stimuli (but see [Menon and Levitin, 2005] and [Schwartz
et al., 2008], for fMRI studies reporting hypothalamus activation in response to short emotionally salient stimuli).
Previous fMRI experiments using longer stimuli to
investigate more sustained emotional states (although not
investigating small-world networks) include music studies
that used stimulus durations of 23 s [Ball et al., 2007;
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Menon and Levitin, 2005] or more [Baumgartner et al.,
2006; Mitterschiffthaler et al., 2007; Trost et al., 2012] up to
a maximum of 1 min [Koelsch et al., 2006]. Other functional neuroimaging studies using films [Goldin et al.,
2005; Hasson et al., 2004; Nummenmaa et al., 2012], music
[Lehne et al., in press], or a story [Wallentin et al., 2011]
have used even longer stimuli (up to 30 min, [Hasson
et al., 2004]), but to achieve a sufficient statistical power
these studies used continuous emotion regressors [Goldin
et al., 2005; Lehne et al., in press; Wallentin et al., 2011] or
continuous inter-subject correlations [Hasson et al., 2004;
Nummenmaa et al., 2012], which inform us about neural
correlates of fluctuating emotional experiences, rather than
about sustained emotional states.
In this study, we evoked sustained emotional states
with music, and applied ECM [Lohmann et al., 2010] in
combination with functional connectivity analysis to identify small-world networks underlying these emotional
states. ECM attributes a centrality value to each voxel in
the brain such that a voxel receives a large value if it is
strongly correlated with many other nodes that are themselves central within the network (Google’s Page-Rank
algorithm is a variant of eigenvector centrality). Thus,
ECM indicates the “computational hubs” of neural networks with small-world properties in the human brain
[Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Sporns and Honey, 2006;
Tomasi and Volkow, 2011]. Because ECM is based on correlations between time series, it can be applied for time
series as long as several minutes (with the upper limit
being the maximal length of a scanning session). For
example, a previous ECM study with a within-subjects
design compared data of 7.6-min resting state scans of
subjects when they were in states of hunger or satiety
(that study reported that eigenvector centrality values
were higher during the hungry state in the posterior cingulate cortex and the precuneus) [Lohmann et al., 2010].
Thus, ECM can be applied to resting-state fMRI scans, but
ECM can also be used for the investigation of functional
networks beyond those involved in resting-state activity.
Note that, similar to studies using resting-state fMRI in
combination with emotion-induction methods [Eryilmaz
et al., 2011; Harrison et al., 2008], ECM can also be computed for data acquired during different experimental conditions to explore, for example, different small-world
networks underlying different emotions. Another reason
for choosing ECM in this study was that ECM is a datadriven and model-free approach that is not limited to specific regions of interest, nor to specific frequency bands of
interest.
Our experiment used two conditions in which musical
stimuli evoked either joy or fear, and a neutral control
condition in which neither joy nor fear was evoked. Each
condition consisted of one single stimulus block that lasted
for 4 min (Fig. 1). That is, there were three blocks per participant, each with a duration of 4 min: one joy, one fear,
and one neutral block (ordering of blocks was counterbalanced across subjects). Computational hubs identified in
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increased BOLD signals in response to joy (compared with
fear) in the auditory cortex bilaterally, and an increase of
BOLD signals during fear (compared with joy) in area 3 of
the primary somatosensory cortex. Therefore, we aimed at
testing whether the direct contrast of ECMs between the
joy and fear condition in the present study (calculated for
several minutes of emotional experience) would show differences in these structures. In addition, we expected differences between conditions in neural structures involved
in endocrine changes, specifically in the hypothalamus
and hippocampus. The hippocampus has dense bidirectional connections with the hypothalamus and is substantially involved in the modulation of hypothalamic
endocrine activity [O’Mara, 2005]. Moreover, the hippocampus has previously been implicated in positive musicevoked emotions such as joy, tenderness, and peacefulness
[Koelsch, 2010; Trost et al., 2012].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Figure 1.
Experimental design. Three blocks of stimuli were presented to
each subject. In each block, music of one emotion category (joy,
fear, or neutral) was presented for 4 min. Ordering of blocks
was counterbalanced across subjects. Participants listened to the
music with their eyes closed. The presentation of music was followed by a beep tone signaling to open the eyes and to commence the rating procedure. After each block, four emotion
ratings (felt valence, arousal, joy, and fear) were obtained within
16 s.

the contrasts between conditions (using ECM) were then
used as seed regions for functional connectivity analysis.
Functional connectivity was computed separately for each
condition, and functional connectivity maps were compared between conditions to identify emotion-specific
functional connections between the identified ECM hubs
and other brain structures.
This approach was used to investigate “small-world”
brain networks underlying joy and fear on the timescale of
minutes. Previous studies implicated the amygdala, in particular the lateral and basolateral nuclei, in the evaluation
of both positive and negative stimuli [Holland and Gallagher, 2004; LeDoux, 2000; Murray, 2007; Paton et al.,
2006], and the central amygdala in initiating behavioral,
autonomic, and endocrine responses to such stimuli
[LeDoux, 2000]. Moreover, a previous fMRI-study from
our group [Koelsch et al., 2013] using a general linear
model analysis and 30-s-long musical excerpts evoking joy
and fear showed an increase in blood oxygen level
dependent (BOLD) signal values in the superficial amygdala (SF) in response to joy (compared with fear) stimuli.
In addition, that study [Koelsch et al., 2013] reported
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Twenty individuals (aged 21–38 years, mean 5 25.55
years, SD 5 4.80, 10 females) took part in the experiment.
Participants had normal hearing (as assessed with standard pure tone audiometry) and were right-handed
(according to self-report). None of the participants was a
professional musician or a music student. Exclusion criteria were past diagnosis of a neurological or psychiatric
disorder, a score on Beck’s Depression Inventory [Beck
et al., 1993] of 13, excessive consumption of alcohol or
caffeine during the 24 h before testing, and poor sleep during the previous night. All subjects gave written informed
consent; the study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the ethics committee
of the School of Life Sciences and the Psychology Department of the University of Sussex.

Stimuli
Musical stimuli were selected to evoke (a) joy (CDrecorded pieces of joyful instrumental music from various
epochs and styles), (b) fear (excerpts from soundtracks of
suspense movies and video games), or (c) neither joy nor
fear (henceforth referred to as neutral stimuli). None of
the stimuli contained vocals. Details about the stimuli are
provided in the Supporting Information and Supporting
Information Table S1. Identical stimuli were also used in a
previous study [Koelsch et al., 2013]. There were n 5 8
stimuli per condition (joy, fear, and neutral), each stimulus
with a duration of 30 s. In contrast to our previous study
[Koelsch et al., 2013] in which stimuli were presented in
pseudorandomized order, in this study, stimuli of the
same emotion category were concatenated into stimulus
blocks of 4 min duration per category (see Fig. 1). That is,
there was one 4-min stimulus block per condition (joy,
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fear, and neutral). No stimulus was repeated, and each
stimulus block was presented once to each participant.
Importantly, joy, fear, and neutral stimuli were balanced
across experimental conditions with regard to tempo
(beats per minute), mean F0 pitch, F0 pitch range, F0 pitch
variation, pitch centroid values, spectral complexity, and
spectral flux. A detailed acoustic analysis of the stimuli is
provided in the Supporting Information. In brief, 177
acoustical descriptors were extracted and compared
between conditions (joy, neutral, and fear) using one-way
ANOVAs. Significant effects of condition were indicated
for 10 acoustical factors (mean and variance of F0 salience,
mean and variance of sensory dissonance, mean chord
strength, mean key strength, mean and variance of spectral
flux, mean spectral crest, and mean spectral complexity).
To compensate for these acoustical differences, the values
of these psychoacoustic parameters were used in the fMRI
data analysis as regressors of no interest (see “Data Analysis” for details).

Procedure
Each participant listened to each of the three different
stimulus blocks (each block lasting 4 min, see Fig. 1).
Ordering of blocks was counterbalanced across subjects.
Participants were asked to listen to the musical stimuli with
their eyes closed. Each block of musical stimuli was followed by an interval of 2 s in which a sine-wave tone of
350 Hz and 1 s duration signaled participants to open their
eyes and to commence the rating procedure. During the rating procedure, participants indicated how they felt at the
end of each block with regard to valence (pleasantness),
arousal, joy, and fear. That is, participants provided ratings
about how they actually felt, and not about which emotion
they thought each block of stimuli was supposed to express
[Gabrielson and Juslin, 2003]. Ratings were obtained with 6point Likert scales ranging from 1 (“not at all”) to 6 (“very
much”). The time interval for the rating procedure was
16 s. The total length of the fMRI experiment thus
amounted to about 14 min. Musical stimuli were presented
using Presentation (version 13.0, Neurobehavioral systems,
Albany, CA) via MRI compatible headphones (under which
participants wore earplugs). Instructions and rating screens
were delivered through MRI compatible liquid crystal display goggles (Resonance Technology, Northridge, CA).

MR Scanning
Scanning was performed with a 3 T Siemens Magnetom
TrioTim. Before the functional MR measurements, a highresolution (1 3 1 3 1 mm) T1-weighted anatomical reference image was acquired from each participant using a
rapid acquisition gradient echo sequence. Continuous echo
planar imaging was used with an echo time of 30 ms and
a repetition time (TR) of 2 s. Slice-acquisition was interleaved within the TR interval. The matrix acquired was 64
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3 64 voxels with a field of view of 192 mm, resulting in
an in-plane resolution of 3 mm. Slice thickness was 3 mm
with an interslice gap of 0.6 mm (37 slices, whole brain
coverage). The acquisition window was tilted at an angle
of 30 degrees relative to the AC-PC line in order to minimize susceptibility artifacts in the orbitofrontal cortex [Deichmann et al., 2002, 2003; Weiskopf et al., 2007]. Given the
analyses methods used, a continuous scanning design was
preferable for optimum correlation estimations (see “Data
Analysis” for details).

Data Analysis
fMRI data were processed using LIPSIA 2.1 [Lohmann
et al., 2001]. Data were corrected for slicetime acquisition
and normalized into MNI-space-registered images with
isotropic voxels of 3 mm3. A temporal highpass filter with
a cutoff frequency of 1/90 Hz was applied to remove low
frequency drifts in the fMRI time series, and a spatial
smoothing was performed using a 3D Gaussian kernel and
a filter size of 6 mm (full width at half maximum).
The mean signal value per scan was computed and
regressed out of each participant’s data. Similarly, the
movement parameters of each participant were regressed
out of the entire fMRI time-series. In addition, the psychoacoustic parameters that had been identified to differ significantly
between
experimental
conditions
(see
Supporting Information for details) were regressed out of
each respective experimental condition. Thus, variance
that could be explained by any of these factors was
removed from the fMRI timeseries.
Functional MR data were analyzed using ECM [Lohmann et al., 2010]. On the first-level of statistical estimations, whole-brain ECM was computed separately for each
participant, and separately for the entire time-series of
each block (i.e., separately for the 4 min block of each condition). No additional filtering was applied, and time-bins
corresponded to the TR (2 s). On the second level of the
ECM analysis, ECMs were compared between experimental conditions using voxel-wise paired sample t-tests.
Results were corrected for multiple comparisons by the
use of cluster-size and cluster-value thresholds obtained
by Monte Carlo simulations with a significance level of
P < 0.05 [Lohmann et al., 2008].
The ECM clusters identified by these analyses were then
used as seed regions for functional connectivity analyses:
Each significant cluster identified by the ECM analysis
was used as a functional connectivity seed, by computing
the amount of correlation of the average time-course of
activity within each cluster with the activity in all other
voxels. Functional connectivity maps were calculated separately for each experimental condition and for each participant, and then normalized across subjects. Subsequently,
the normalized maps were compared between experimental conditions using paired t-tests corrected for multiple
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Figure 2.
Behavioral ratings. Participants rated their emotional state on four scales: (a) valence, (b)
arousal, (c) joy, and (d) fear. Average ratings are depicted separately for each stimulus category
(fear, neutral, and joy). Scales ranged from 1 (“not at all”) to 6 (“very much”). Error bars indicate
standard error of mean.

comparisons by the use of cluster-size and cluster-value
thresholds obtained by Monte Carlo simulations with a
significance level of P < 0.05 [Lohmann et al., 2008].

RESULTS
Behavioral Results
Behavioral data are shown in Figure 2. Valence (pleasantness) ratings were higher for joy than neutral stimuli
(t(19) 5 4.30, P < 0.001), and higher for joy than fear stimuli
(t(19) 5 6.79, P < 0.0001), but did not differ significantly
between neutral and fear stimuli (P 5 0.59). Arousal ratings did not differ between joy and fear stimuli (P > 0.99),
but tended to be higher for joy than neutral stimuli
(t(19) 5 2.11, P < 0.05), and higher for fear than neutral
stimuli (t(19) 5 2.45, P < 0.05). Joy ratings were higher for

r

joy than neutral stimuli (t(19) 5 4.92, P < 0.0001), and
tended to be higher for neutral than fear stimuli
(t(19) 5 2.55, P < 0.05). Fear ratings were higher for fear
than neutral stimuli (t(19) 5 3.71, P < 0.01) and higher for
neutral than joy stimuli (t(19) 5 5.08, P < 0.0001).
Emotion ratings were obtained after each stimulus block
(that is, ratings were obtained only once after the joy, once
after the fear, and once after the neutral block). To guarantee that joy and fear were not only evoked toward the end
of the stimulus blocks, we carried out an additional behavioral experiment with 14 subjects, in which participants
performed the emotion ratings after each of the 30-sexcerpts (ordering of excerpts was identical to the fMRI
experiment, for details see Supporting Information). These
ratings showed that, for each of the joy stimuli, joy ratings
were higher than ratings for each of the neutral and fear
stimuli. Moreover, for each of the fear stimuli, fear ratings
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TABLE I. Results of the Eigenvector Centrality Mapping
(ECM) contrast joy > fear, corrected for multiple comparisons (P < 0.05)

l Superficial amygdala
(70%)
r Laterobasal amygdala
(70%)
l Hypothalamus
r Hypothalamusa
l Striatum

MNI coord.

cluster
size
(mm3)

z-value:
max
(mean)

220 29 212

432

2.83 (2.57)

28 22 218

621

3.63 (2.88)

24 22 213
6 0 211
226 11 27

351
–
1,242

3.08 (2.66)
3.08
3.79 (2.71)

Percentages in brackets indicate anatomical probabilities according
to the SPM Anatomy Toolbox [Eickhoff et al., 2005]. The outermost right column indicates the maximal z-value of voxels within
a cluster (with the mean z-value of all voxels within a cluster in
parentheses).
a
The cluster with the peak voxel in the l hypothalamus had an
additional local maximum in the r hypothalamus.

were higher than for each of the neutral and joy stimuli
(results are shown in Supporting Information Fig. S1).
Thus, joy and fear stimuli evoked relatively sustained
states of joy or fear, respectively, throughout the stimulus
blocks.

fMRI Data
ECMs were computed separately for each emotion condition, and compared between conditions using voxel-wise
t-tests (corrected for multiple comparisons, P < 0.05, see
“Materials and Methods” for details). Results of these tests
are listed in Table I and shown in Figure 3a. The contrast
joy > fear showed significantly higher centrality values in
the left SF (70% probability according to [Amunts et al.,
2005]) extending into the hippocampal-amygdaloid transition area, and in the right laterobasal group of the amygdala (LB, 70% probability according to [Amunts et al.,
2005]), extending into the superficial group of the amygdala. In the left hemisphere, a cluster of significantly activated voxels protracted from the striatum (putamen and
caudate nucleus) into the claustrum and the piriform cortex. Moreover, significant ECM clusters were observed in
the hypothalamus bilaterally. In the peak voxels of these
clusters, mean centrality values (averaged across subjects)
for the joy condition were highest for the left SF (0.43) and
right LB (0.42), followed by the left striatum (0.41) and
hypothalamus (right: 0.36, left: 0.34). The opposite contrast
(fear > joy) did not reveal any cluster with significantly
higher centrality values for fear compared with joy. Comparisons with the neutral condition showed that, in the
left SF as well as in the hypothalamus, centrality values
were significantly higher for joy than for neutral (P < 0.05
for each structure, corrected for multiple comparisons).
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Note that values of acoustic descriptors that differed
between conditions were introduced as regressors of no
interest during the pre-processing (see “Data Analysis” for
details). Therefore, it is unlikely that acoustical differences
between stimuli contributed to the ECM-results.

Functional connectivity analysis
The ECM clusters were then used as seed regions for
functional connectivity analysis, and functional connectivity maps were compared between experimental conditions
(that is, for each ECM cluster, the average time-course of
activity was used as seed time-series in a functional connectivity analysis to identify target regions for which the
covariation of activity between seed and target regions
was significantly different between experimental conditions, see “Data Analysis” for details). Results (corrected
for multiple comparisons, P < 0.05) are listed in Table II
and summarized in Figures 3b and 4.
For the comparison joy > fear, the left SF showed stronger functional connectivity during joy than during fear
with the left mediodorsal thalamus (MD). The right LB
showed stronger functional connectivity during joy than
during fear stimuli with the left central sulcus (areas 4a
and 3a according to [Eickhoff et al., 2005]) and with left
primary visual cortex (area 17). The hypothalamus showed
stronger functional connectivity during joy than during
fear stimuli with the left hippocampal formation (70%
probability for subiculum according to [Eickhoff et al.,
2005]), bilateral thalamus, V1, V3v bilaterally, and the right
cerebellum. Finally, the left striatum exhibited significantly
stronger functional connectivity during joy than during
fear stimuli with left LB, both left and right hippocampus
(70% probability for cornu ammonis according to [Eickhoff
et al., 2005]), left anterior perforated substance, right circular insular sulcus, posterior midcingulate cortex (area
p24b0 according to [Palomero-Gallagher et al., 2009]), supplementary motor area (SMA), right postcentral gyrus
(area 1), left intraparietal sulcus (IPS, area hIP3 according
to [Scheperjans et al., 2008]), left lateral superior parietal
lobule (area 7A according to [Scheperjans et al., 2008]),
and posterior cingulate cortex (area v23 according to [Palomero-Gallagher et al., 2009]). None of the comparisons
showed stronger functional connectivity during fear (compared with joy).

DISCUSSION
Our data reveal a neural “small-world” network underlying joy, with the (left) superficial group of the amygdala
(SF), the (right) laterobasal group (LB), hypothalamus, and
the (left) striatum as computational hubs, as well as a
number of functionally connected cortical and subcortical
structures (this network is summarized in Fig. 4). These
structures include the hippocampus, medial thalamus,
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Figure 3.
fMRI results. The upper panel (a) shows the comparison of
eigenvector centrality maps between joy and fear (joy > fear).
Clusters of significantly higher centrality values during joy than
fear were indicated in the left superficial amygdala (SF), right laterobasal amygdala (LB), left striatum (STR), and hypothalamus
(HYP). These four clusters were used as seed regions for functional connectivity analyses. The results of the comparison of
functional connectivity maps between joy and fear (joy > fear)
are shown in (b), separately for the four seed regions (left SF:
outermost left column, right BL: middle left column, hypothalamus: middle right column, left striatum: outermost right column). Scale for (b) is the same as for (a). The left SF showed
emotion-specific functional connectivity (stronger during joy

r

than fear) with the hypothalamus. The right BL showed stronger
functional connectivity during joy than fear with somatosensory
cortex (area 3) and primary visual cortex (V1, bottom image of
middle left column). The hypothalamus showed emotion-specific
functional connectivity with the hippocampal formation (arrows),
thalamus and primary visual cortex (V1, bottom image of middle
right column). The left striatum showed stronger functional connectivity during joy than fear with the supplementary motor
area, midcingulate cortex and posterior cingulate cortex (arrowheads), hippocampal formation (arrow), and laterobasal amygdala
(bottom image of outermost right column). Images are shown in
neurological convention; all results are corrected for multiple
comparisons (P < 0.05). Coordinates refer to MNI space.
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TABLE II. Results of the emotion-specific functional connectivity analyses for
the contrast joy > fear, corrected for multiple comparisons (P < 0.05)
cluster size (mm3)

z-value: max (mean)

513

4.14 (3.38)

239 218 52
235 226 41
26 295 3

2,403
–
3,483

4.95 (3.46)
3.93
3.94 (3.41)

23 221 52

999

4.32 (3.44)

3 220 41
233 269 64
239 239 49
233 269 31
23 257 16
45 230 58
221 215 25
233 218 214
223 26 224
29 216 215
42 26 211

–
756
1,809
1,593
405
2,106
648
459
–
459
1,485

3.62
4.29
3.83
4.89
3.55
5.88
3.99
4.34
3.70
4.34
4.60

226 223 214
12 224 7
12 276 7
212 281 211
6 254 22

459
702
729
5,778
648

3.69
4.18
3.89
3.93
4.57

MNI coord.
(a) l Superficial amygdala
l Thalamus
(b) r Laterobasal amygdala
l Central sulcus (area 4a, 50%)
l Central sulcus (area 3a, 60%)a
l Calcarine sulcus (area 17, 90%)
(c) l striatum
Paracentral lobule/SMA
(area 6, 70%)
Posterior MCCb
l SPL (area 7A, 80%)
l IPS, superior bank (hIP3, 30%)
l Posterior IPS
l Precuneus
r Postcentral gyrus (area 1, 70%)
l Anterior perforated substance
l Hippocampus (CA, 70%)
l LB (LB, 100%)c
r Hippocampus (CA, 90%)
r Circular insular sulcus
(d) Hypothalamus
l Hippocampus (SUB, 70%)
r Thalamus
r Calcarine sulcus (area 17, 100%)
l Lingual gyrus (V3v, 60%)
Cerebellar vermis (lobule V)

26 26 4

(3.48)
(3.30)
(3.48)
(3.26)
(3.73)
(3.43)
(3.53)
(3.53)
(3.61)
(3.30)
(3.40)
(3.32)
(3.31)
(3.61)

Seed-regions used for the functional connectivity analyses were the clusters observed in the ECM results (ECM contrast joy > fear. For
example, the superficial amygdala (which showed higher centrality values during joy compared with fear) showed increased functional
connectivity with the thalamus during joy (compared with fear). Percentages in brackets indicate anatomical probabilities according to
the SPM Anatomy Toolbox [Eickhoff et al., 2005]. The outermost right column indicates the maximal z-value of voxels within a cluster
(with the mean z-value of all voxels within a cluster in parentheses). Abbreviations: CA: cornu ammonis of hippocampal formation;
IPS: intraparietal sulcus; LB: laterobasal group of amygdala; MCC: midcingulate cortex; SF: superficial group of amygdala; SMA: supplementary motor area; SPL: superior parietal lobule; SUB: subiculum of hippocampal formation; l: left; r: right.
a
The cluster with the peak voxel in area 4a had an additional local maximum in area 3a.
b
The cluster with the peak voxel in the paracentral lobule had an additional local maximum in the r posterior MCC.
c
The cluster with the peak voxel in the l hippocampus had an additional local maximum in the l LB.

cerebellum, and neocortical structures involved in attention, sensorimotor processes, and vision.
Of the observed computational hubs (blue structures in
Fig. 4), the left SF (consisting of cortical nuclei, anterior
amygdaloid area, amygdalopyriform transition area, and
amygdaloid-hippocampal area) [Amunts et al., 2005]
showed the highest centrality values. This indicates that
the SF plays a central role for (music-evoked) joy within
the observed small-world network. This finding is consistent with our previous twin-study that used the same stimuli with shorter block durations (30 sec) and a general
linear model for data analysis [Koelsch et al., 2013]. In that
study, BOLD signal intensity increased in the SF during
joy, and decreased during fear. The SF receives projections
from the (medial) olfactory bulb [Moreno and Gonzalez,
2007] and has been implicated in intra-species communica-
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tion via olfactory stimuli [Moreno and Gonzalez, 2007].
Moreover, studies with humans showed that SF is also
sensitive to non-olfactory stimuli: an fMRI study by Goossens et al. [2009] observed BOLD signal changes in the SF
in response to faces, but not to houses, and a metaanalysis of functional neuroimaging data showed that
trustworthiness as well as attractiveness judgments of
faces overlap in the SF [Bzdok et al., 2011]. Based on these
findings, it was suggested that the SF is involved in the
evaluation of signals with social relevance [Bzdok et al., in
press]. The present data, as well as our previous twinstudy [Koelsch et al., 2013], support this notion and indicate that the SF is also sensitive to auditory information. It
has previously been argued that individuals perceive
music as a stimulus with social significance due to its
communicative properties [Cross and Morley, 2008;
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Figure 4.
Summary of the observed “small-world” network. Blue rectangles indicate computational hubs (joy > fear) as indicated by the
ECM, lines indicate functional connections to other structures
as indicated by the emotion-specific (joy > fear) functional connectivity analysis. The dotted line connecting SF and Nac indicates that this result was yielded in the uncorrected z-map (see
main text and Supporting Information Fig. S2). Yellow boxes
indicate structures that are functionally connected to more than
one ECM hub. Subscript letters indicate left (l) or right (r) hemisphere. Abbreviations: Cer: cerebellum: Hipp: hippocampal formation; HYP: hypothalamus; LB: laterobasal group of amygdala;
MCC: middle cingulate cortex; Nac: nucleus accumbens; PCC:
posterior cingulate cortex; SF: superficial group of amygdala;
SMA: supplementary motor area; STR: striatum; Th: Thalamus.
Koelsch, 2010; Steinbeis and Koelsch, 2008] and its acoustic
similarity with affective prosody [Juslin and Laukka, 2003].
The finding that the (left) SF exhibits stronger eigenvector
centrality, as well as higher BOLD signal values [Koelsch
et al., 2013] in response to joy than fear (and neutral) stimuli suggests that SF is not only sensitive to affective information with social relevance, but that neural activity in the
SF differs between social signals that motivate approach
and those that do not (nevertheless, note that the SF
appears to be also sensitive to social signals that motivate
withdrawal [Bzdok et al., 2011], see also below).
The left SF showed functional connectivity during joy
(compared with fear) with the mediodorsal thalamus
(MD). This replicates results of our previous study
[Koelsch et al., 2013], in which the SF also showed
emotion-specific functional connectivity (stronger for joy
than for fear) with the MD. Both amygdala and thalamus
possess evaluative and mnemonic functions, and efferents
to the MD enable the amygdala to influence neural activity
in large regions of the (prefrontal) cortex [Aggleton and
Mishkin, 1984]. This is consistent with the notion that the
SF has a central role in the modulation of activity within
networks underlying emotional experiences.
Both amygdala and MD show high density of opiate
receptors [Wamsley et al., 1982], and both SF and MD
(via the ventral pallidum) project to the Nac [Bzdok
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et al., in press; Li and Kirouac, 2008]. Such connections
have been proposed to modulate approach-avoidance
behavior toward social cues in human interaction [Bzdok
et al., 2011], and based on the studies showing projections between SF and Nac [Bzdok et al., in press; Li and
Kirouac, 2008] we also investigated possible emotionspecific functional connectivity between left SF (used as
seed region) and Nac in our data, using a lower statistical threshold (uncorrected z-maps thresholded at
P < 0.001 and a voxel-extent of five voxels). This analysis
revealed functional connectivity between SF and the left
ventral striatum/Nac that was stronger during joy than
during fear (see Supporting Information Fig. S2, and
dashed line in Fig. 4). This emotion-specific functional
connection between SF and Nac is consistent with a
recent study [Salimpoor et al., 2013] which showed that
functional connectivity between these structures correlates with desirability of music (in that study, functional
connectivity between the Nac and amygdala predicted
whether individuals would decide to buy a song). Taken
together, the present results suggest that, in humans,
functional connections between SF, MD, and Nac modulate approach-avoidance behavior in response to socioaffective signals.
Despite the high centrality value of the left SF (indicating its central functional position within the observed network), only one functional connection (with the left
thalamus) was indicated in the contrast of functional connectivity maps when corrected for multiple comparisons.
Thus, the high centrality of SF was probably due to a
number of functional connections with other structures
that did not exceed the level of statistical significance used
in our study. Such other connections remain to be specified, for example by using longer block durations (leading
to a higher signal-to-noise ratio) and perhaps subjectspecific stimuli (that evoke maximal joy responses).
The right LB (consisting of lateral, basolateral, basomedial, and paralaminar nuclei) [Amunts et al., 2005] also
showed higher centrality values during joy than fear. The
centrality value during joy was lower in LB than in SF,
but higher than in the striatum and the hypothalamus. LB
is conceived of as the main amygdalar input structure for
auditory information (as well as for sensory information
from other modalities), and involved in the encoding, evaluation and learning of both positive and negative stimuli
[Critchley et al., 2002; Holland and Gallagher, 2004;
LeDoux, 2000; Murray, 2007; Paton et al., 2006; Vuilleumier, 2005]. Moreover, LB has been implicated in the generation of expectancies of reinforcers that guide goal-directed
behavior in response to such stimuli [Holland and Gallagher, 2004]. Thus, activity of LB in this study was likely
to be due, at least in part, to the coding of the reward
value of pleasant music.
The functional connectivity between LB and primary
visual cortex is consistent with anatomical projections
from the basal nucleus of the amygdala to striate (and
prestriate) regions of the occipital cortex [Amaral and
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Price, 1984]. This functional connection is perhaps related
to processes of visual imagery during music listening,
which has been proposed as a principle underlying the
evocation and amplification of emotion during music listening [Juslin et al., 2010]. The functional connectivity
between right LB and left somatosensory cortex (area 3a)
parallels direct and indirect anatomical connections
between these structures [Murray, 2007; Shi and Cassell,
1999]. These connections might be related to somatosensory aspects, and thus to the subjective feeling component,
of emotion [Gray et al., 2007; Harrison et al., 2010; Herwig
et al., 2010].
Because centrality values were highest in SF and LB, our
data indicate central functional positions of both the (left)
SF and (right) LB within the neural network underlying
joy. This observation motivates the hypothesis that the
amygdala is centrally involved in the modulation of activity
within this network. Such modulation probably includes
initiation, maintenance, as well as termination of emotions
(note that such modulatory processes can be influenced by
voluntary, conscious cognitive activity; [Ochsner and Gross,
2005]). This hypothesis is in accordance with previous studies showing that (in the macaque monkey) the amygdala
has connections to most cortical areas, and occupies a central geometric position within a topological map based on
structural connectivity patterns [Young et al., 1994]. Moreover, using resting-state fMRI, functional connectivity was
shown between LB and both temporal and frontal regions,
and between SF and the entire limbic lobe [Roy et al.,
2009]. Thus, the amygdala is a connector hub that is linked
with numerous other connector hubs, as well as with
numerous provincial hubs [Young et al., 1994], and therefore has a markedly high centrality. This puts the amygdala
in a position to integrate cognitive and emotional information [Pessoa, 2008], to modulate activity in emotion-specific
and related cognitive networks, and to switch between different emotional states.
The left striatum was identified as another computational
hub (in the comparison joy > fear). Notably, compared with
SF, LB, and hypothalamus, the striatum showed by far the
largest number of functional connections with other structures, including (left) LB and (left) anterior perforated substance, bilateral hippocampus, posterior middle cingulate
cortex, right circular insular sulcus, SMA, area 1, the left IPS
(area hIP3), left lateral superior parietal lobule (area 7A),
and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC, area v23). The observation of these extensive functional connections of the striatum
with other cerebral structures is consistent with anatomical
studies showing that the entire neocortex, including sensorimotor and parietal association cortex, sends fibers to both
the caudate nucleus and the putamen [Nieuwenhuys et al.,
2008]. In addition, the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala
[Russchen et al., 1985], the hippocampus [Haber et al., 1990;
Parent and Hazrati, 1995] as well as the cingulate cortex
[Haber et al., 1990; Parent and Hazrati, 1995] send projections to the ventral striatum including, but not limited to,
the NAc. Although sensorimotor, association, and limbic
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cortical areas project in a segregated manner onto three distinct striatal regions (referred to as associative, sensorimotor,
and limbic striatal territories) [Parent and Hazrati, 1995], it is
striking that the region identified as the striatal computational hub in our study is located at the borders of all three
of these territories. Hence, our data on functional connections of the striatum are in remarkable agreement with anatomical projections to the striatum, and indicate that such
projections play a role for emotional processes underlying
(music-evoked) joy. The activation of striatal (caudate
nucleus) and sensorimotor areas during joyful music converges with results of a study by Trost et al. [2012] indicating
that covert motor activity correlated with joyful music eliciting a tendency to dance. Other studies related sensorimotor
activation during music listening also to aesthetic preferences [Kornysheva et al., 2010].
The striatal region observed in our study is different
from the ventral part of the striatum (including the NAc)
that has been associated with experiences of pleasure and
reward [Koelsch, 2010; Salimpoor et al., 2011; Trost et al.,
2012], and from the dorsal part of the striatum associated
with experiences of reward anticipation during music listening [Salimpoor et al., 2011]. The role of the striatum for
emotional processes has first been discussed by MacLean
[1972], who proposed that the striatal complex is part of a
storage mechanism for learned emotive behaviors, a notion
that is corroborated by the functional connections of the
striatum with sensorimotor and limbic structures in the
present study. MacLean [1972] also proposed that the striatal complex plays a role for behavior involving conspecific
recognition and communication in the form of rudimentary,
nonverbal signaling. Our results emphasize the significant
role of the striatum for emotional processes, and show that
the striatum functions as a computational hub in which
sensorimotor, attentional, and emotional processes converge
during the perception of positive music.
The hypothalamus also showed higher eigenvector centrality during joy (compared with fear). This indicates that
the hypothalamus is involved in joy, in particular during
longer emotional periods. Activation of the hypothalamus
in this study was probably due to endocrine changes. This
assumption is supported by the emotion-specific functional connectivity (stronger during joy than fear) of the
hypothalamus with the subiculum of the hippocampal formation. The subiculum has dense bidirectional connections
with the hypothalamus [O’Mara, 2005], including
projections from the subiculum to the medial preoptic
area, the ventromedial and dorsomedial nuclei, and ventral premammillary as well as medial mammillary nuclei
[O’Mara, 2005]. The functional significance of these
connections is thought to be modulation of hypothalamuspituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis activity (in particular inhibition of HPA-axis activity mediated by GABAergic neurons) [O’Mara, 2005]. Thus, the subiculum is substantially
involved in qualifying (terminating or limiting) HPA axis
activity in response to stress. Hence, the present results
indicate that the hippocampal formation plays a role for
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modulating hypothalamic endocrine activity during sustained periods of music-evoked positive emotion. This
finding has important implications for the application of
music therapy to reduce stress and stress responses in
both clinical and nonclinical settings, although the hormones released during experiences of music-evoked joy
remain to be specified (studies on endocrine effects of
music are reviewed in [Koelsch and Stegemann, 2012]).
The fact that hypothalamic activation is rarely observed in
fMRI studies on emotion is possibly due to the fact that such
changes are relatively slow. Thus, such changes might easily
go unnoticed in experiments with shorter stimulus durations.
However, two previous fMRI studies with shorter stimuli
(positive music and humorous cartoons) reported activation
within, or in the close vicinity of the hypothalamus [Menon
and Levitin, 2005; Schwartz et al., 2008].

Limitations
Although fear ratings were higher for fear stimuli than
for neutral or joy stimuli, we did not observe any effect of
fear stimuli in the ECM contrasts. Thus, the fear stimuli
were not effective enough to evoke significant centrality
changes in computational hubs underlying music-evoked
fear in our study. Future studies might find such changes
by using music stimuli in combination with images or
movie-clips (for studies using such combinations and
reporting BOLD signal changes in amygdala and hippocampus in response to fear-evoking music see [Aust et al.,
in press; Baumgartner et al., 2006; Eldar et al., 2007]).
Another limitation is that ECM is not well suited to capture fluctuations in emotional experiences because it yields
the strongest results for the analysis of longer time-series
(in this study, each block had a duration of 4 min). Thus,
using continuous emotion regressors [Goldin et al., 2005;
Lehne et al., in press; Wallentin et al., 2011] or continuous
inter-subject correlations [Hasson et al., 2004; Nummenmaa et al., 2012] is more suitable to investigate this issue.
Although the data of our additional behavioral experiment
indicate that joy and fear were not evoked to an equal
amount by each excerpt in each subject, the use of ECM
was justified by the fact that these data also indicate that
sustained emotional states of joy and (moderate) fear were
evoked (even though the degree of joy or fear varied during the stimulus blocks). A further limitation is that it is
likely that other emotions were evoked occasionally, such
as surprise in response to deceptive cadences, or emotions
such as tenderness, transcendence or power. While we
surmise that such factors canceled out (or were lost in
noise) across stimuli and participants, future studies might
also use, e.g., the Geneva Emotional Music Scale [Zentner
et al., 2008] for a more fine-grained characterization of the
emotions evoked by the music stimuli. Finally, centrality
values were lateralized in most of the observed computational hubs (left SF, right LB, left striatum). These findings
were significant in the corrected centrality maps, but there
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were also sub-threshold results in the contralateral homotope structures. Thus, we are hesitant to state that effects
are strictly lateralized, and surmise that the results show
hemispheric weightings, rather than left/right dichotomies. This is consistent with anatomical studies showing,
e.g., that the strongest projections to and from amygdalar
nuclei are ipsilateral, but that contralateral projections are
typically present as well [e.g., Aggleton and Mishkin,
1984; Kita and Kitai, 1990; McDonald et al., 1996]. The
exact nature of possible hemispheric differences observed
in this study remains to be specified.

CONCLUSIONS
The present fMRI study used ECM for the investigation
of neural networks underlying emotion. Our results reveal
a “small-world” neuroarchitecture of a network underlying
joy (evoked and measured over the course of several
minutes). The data show that both left superficial (SF) and
right laterobasal (LB) nuclear groups of the amygdala play
a central role throughout sustained periods of joy. Both SF
and LB showed the highest eigenvector centrality values,
motivating the hypothesis that the amygdala plays a central
role for the modulation (i.e., initiation, maintenance, and
termination) of emotions. Results support the recent notion
that the SF is sensitive to affective signals with social relevance, in particular to social signals that motivate approach,
such as music expressing joy. The functional connectivity
between SF and Nac probably modulates approachavoidance behavior in response to socio-affective signals,
whereas the functional connectivity between LB and sensory areas appears to be related to somatosensory aspects,
and thus to the subjective feeling component, of emotion
(in addition to the role of the LB in the evaluation of sensory stimuli). Our data also indicate functional connectivity
between hypothalamus and hippocampus, which is likely
due to the modulation of HPA axis activity (in particular
inhibition of HPA-axis activity) during sustained joy. Of the
four observed computational hubs, the striatal complex had
by far the largest number of functional connections to other
structures. This highlights the role of the striatal complex in
emotion, in particular with regard to emotive sensorimotor
functions. The present results are important because they
expand the knowledge about neural small-world networks
underlying emotional experience.
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